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The Stoichiometric Matrix 

MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

Constraints on Reaction Rates 

Links to Genomic Information——GPR relationship 



STOICHIOMETRIC NETWORK ANALYSIS 

Structural Analysis: Characterizing the Nullspace 

v = a 1 · K 1 + a 2 · K 2 + . . . + a n · K n = K · a 

RESULTS OF NULLSPACE ANALYSIS 

1. If the kernel matrix contains a zero-row, the corresponding reaction cannot carry a (non- 
zero) flux. We can remove this reaction for all analysis employing the steady-state assumption. 
2. If two matrix rows differ only by a constant factor, the two reactions are coupled, that 
is, the flux through one reaction is always a multiple of the flux through the other reaction; 
consequently either both reactions are active or both are passive. Such reactions are presumably 
co-regulated 
3. Given reversibility constraints, inconsistent reaction coupling can be detected. For example, two 
coupled forward-only reactions with a negative coupling factor cannot carry a non-zero flux without 
violating an irreversibility constraint, since one reaction would have to operate in backward mode. 
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1. Minimize and maximize the flux value for each reaction. 
 

(a) If min and max value are zero, the reaction is a zero flux reaction, that is, it cannot have a flux 
value other than zero. It can be removed if no model corrections are made, without affecting the 
outcome of subsequent simulations. 
(b) If min or max value is zero and the reaction is reversible, we have an unsatisfied reversibility. 
Either the reversibility constraint is too lax or another component is missing, disabling the 
operation in one direction. Tightening this constraint might lead to better simulation performance. 
(c) If the minimal and maximal values are non-zero and have equal sign, the reaction 
is essential. Deletion of the reaction, for example, by gene knockout, is predicted to be lethal. 

2. For reactions not of type (1c), set the bounds to zero. If biomass cannot be produced, the reaction 
is essential. Again, reaction removal is associated with lethality. 

MODEL CONSISTENCY 

STOICHIOMETRIC NETWORK ANALYSIS 



FBA——flux balance analysis 



Deletion Strain Phenotypes 

Minimization of metabolic adjustment (MoMA) 

Regulatory on/off minimization (ROOM) 





CURRENT CHALLENGES 

1、Automated Network Reconstruction 



CURRENT CHALLENGES 

2、Cellular Optimality and Design 

3、Toward Large-Scale Network Integration and Dynamics 



Thanks for your listening! 


